
BE OUR PARTNER



GET CLOSER
TO NATURE

EXPERIENCE NATURAL HISTORY 
LIKE NEVER BEFORE



Live 24/7 4K & HD nature channel
Curated 4K content showcasing the best of the planet.

4K SVOD Application and/or 4K VOD library
Custom built Apps and/or integration. 

Live 24/7 4K nature channel
Curated 4K content showcasing the best of the planet. Branded block.

100% owned content
All content commissioned in-house. All rights, no restrictions.

The world’s largest 4K factual content library
450+ hours of 4K factual content. 80+ fresh hours annually.
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NATURAL HISTORY FOCUS



PEDIGREE OF CO-PRODUCTION 
AND CONTENT PARTNERS
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CONTENT CREATION ON A GLOBAL SCALE



Family friendly, appealing 
to a broad audience 

Rooted in wild spaces and 
wild animals

Captured in the highest 
visual format

Approach topics with 
empathy and honesty



AREAS OF PROGRAMMING
Premium tentpole Returnable series & formats

Driven by character Limited Series & Specials

§ Limited series per year
§ Compete with FTA / BBC
§ Strong narratives 
§ Strong production values

§ Animal character led docusoaps
§ Creates an emotional connection by 

showing similarities between 
animals and ourselves

§ Profiles passionate people

§ Broad audience appeal and family 
viewing

§ Reveals animals lives or locations in a 
surprising way

§ Stories of real people interacting with 
wildlife and nature in a direct way

§ Unpacks a location, creature or topic
§ Provides deeper meaning through 

deeper understanding
§ Reveals information by showcasing the 

lives of animals or by experts bringing a 
topic to life



PREMIUM TENTPOLE



Produced by

Co-production Partners:

BIG ICE
4 x 60’ | 4K HDR & HD

The follow-up to Big Pacific.

The poles are the most dynamic environments on Earth. Expanding and contracting over
millennia, constantly on the move. The animals that live in these frozen worlds have used
adaptation, endurance, strength and ingenuity to overcome the odds. Over four drama-filled
episodes we meet the creatures of the Big Ice, as they face their toughest challenge yet….to
survive, hunt, thrive and adapt.

NHNZ has been producing blue chip natural history
documentaries for 40 years.

Production Budget: US$ 6M



5 x 60’  | 4K HDR & HD

Produced by

Co-production Partners:

NHNZ has been producing blue chip natural history
documentaries for 40 years.

The Pacific Ocean covers one third of the Earth’s surface, holds half of our world’s water, and
hides the deepest place on our planet. It is a place where huge and iconic, rare and dazzling
creatures live – and where creatures yet to be discovered lurk. Filmed in cinematic 4K, BIG
PACIFIC breaks the boundaries between land and sea to present the Pacific Ocean in way never
seen before.

Production Budget: US$ 1.6M



5 x 60’  | 4K HDR & HD

Usual Primetime Average Ratings

Evening Peak Timeslots Ratings

4,600,000
VIEWERS

3.9%
OF ALL U.S. HOUSEHOLDS



LATIN AMERICA: 
AN INCREDIBLE WILD JOURNEY
3 x 60’  | 4K HDR & HD

In this ground breaking new formatted series, a relay of different guides from the natural world
takes us on an epic voyage from A-B through Patagonia, The High Andes and Central America.
Imagine swooping across the Andes on the wings of an eagle, dipping down to continue the ride
on the back of a rickety fright train before veering off to follow a heard of llamas as they struggle
through a blizzard.

Produced by

Executive Producer: Wendy Darke
Wendy was previously Head of the BBC Natural History Unit and governed the
editorial for ground-breaking block buster titles such as Life Story, RTS award
winner Africa and the multi-award winning Planet Earth II.

Production Budget: US$ 2.5M



RETURNABLE SERIES 



6 x 60’  | 4K HDR & HD

Real drama. Real Stories. The ultimate lion soap opera. Follow specialist wildlife camera
operators, Nathan Pilcher and Sam Davies as they bas themselves in the heart of Zambia’s
Luangwa Valley. Together they follow the lions, night and day, to bring us every twist and turn of
what promises to be a tumultuous year for three dynasties of lions poised on the edge of
collapse.

Produced by

Executive Producer Martha Holmes
Martha spent a career producing for the BBC Natural History Unit where her credits include
the multi-award winning Life, Blue Planet and Life In the Freezer.

Production Budget: US$ 1.5M



5 x 60’  | 4K HDR & HD

In this series, we’ll reveal how dogs’ natural abilities are being harnessed in ever more 
creative and beneficial ways by scientists, rescuers and the disadvantaged to improve lives, 
increase safety and maintain the health and biodiversity of our planet. Created and 
produced by canine expert and enthusiast, Victoria Stilwell, Dogs With Extraordinary Jobs 
will astonish even the most passionate dog-lover, spotlighting brilliant canines of all breeds, 
shapes and sizes that are out in the world every day saving lives and the environment. 

Produced by

OSF has earned an international reputation for producing high quality pure blue chip and
popular natural history. OSF’s most notable programs include the global hit series’ Meerkat
Manor for Animal Planet as well as rating hits Secret Life of Dogs, Secret Life of Cats, Secret
Life of Babies, Animal Odd Couples and Animals in Love.

Production Budget: US$ 1M



74.2K
Followers

25.5K
Followers

300K+
Followers

16.5M+
Views

CREATOR, PRODUCER & SERIES NARRATOR

Victoria is a world-renowned dog-trainer and is able to reach audiences in over
120 countries, as a regular guest on talk shows, news broadcast and radio
programs in Europe, Asia and the US. She is the founder of the Victoria Stilwell
Academy for Dog Training & Behaviour as well as an ambassador of the RSPCA.



Series 1: 10 x 60’  Series 2: 10 x 60’  | 4K HDR & HD

Set in an orphanage in the forests of Borneo, Indonesia, this show has it all: love, romance,
bullies, danger, drama, raging hormones, fear, humor, medical emergencies, heartache, rescues,
reunions, attempted escapes, kidnappings and even teenage pregnancy! You’ve seen it all play
out in your own life. Now see it play out in the real lives of a group of orphaned orang-utans….at
least one of them will steal your heart!

Produced by

NHNZ has been producing blue chip natural history documentaries for 40 years.

Production Budget: US$ 2M (series)



10 x 30’ or 5 x 60’  | 4K HDR & HD

In this wildlife soap opera, we meet the Lemurs of Berenty, a spiny forest reserve in Madagascar
who have been studied for over 50 years by scientists. Jeopardy, joy, warfare and very cute
lemurs, this series has all the vital ingredients for a gripping, serialized, binge-able animal soap.

Produced by 

Executive Producer: Wendy Darke

Wendy is responsible for over 1000 programs, many of them animal character based such as 
the returnable Big Cat Diary series.  

Production Budget: US$ 1.5M

Coproduction co-partner 



6 x 60’  | 4K HDR & HD

This series will follow the world of wildlife Head vet Amanda Salb, Rescue & Rehab Manager
Alma van Dorenmalen – and the rest of the animal care team at Lilongwe Wildlife Centres
as they rescue, treat and rehabilitate hundreds of animals each year.

Produced by 

Icon Films are the producers of Animal Planet’s highest-rated series 
ever, River Monsters, as well as the landmark blue-chip natural 
history series Savage Kingdom for National Geographic.

Production Budget: US$ 1.4M



LIMITED SERIES



2 x 60’  | 4K HDR & HD

Animals at Play is an investigation into why animals play. Could animals have a sense of fun and
what can animal play tell us about ourselves? This series is driven by immersive personal
encounters with nature’s most playful creatures, practical demos in the wild and innovative new
camera techniques provide a deeper understanding of animal behaviour.

International co-production partners

Produced by

Offspring Films is a BAFTA nominated production company specializing in
natural history. Upon formation in 2014, Offspring secured a multi-film output
deal with Sky to supply all their 4K natural history for three years.

Production Budget: US$ 0.5M



SPECIALS



6 x 60’  | 4K & HD

Produced by

Production Budget: US$ 2.2M

Over the course of a year, this six-part series follows how wildlife -- and humans -- follow 
Earth’s seasonal patterns with spectacular events of migration, mating, rebirth and 
transformation, even as Earth’s climate becomes less predictable.
Narrated by Downton Abbey’s Laura Carmichael.



4 x 60’  | 4K HDR & HD Blakeway

To the casual observer, this stunning farm might appear quiet and serene. Now this blue chip
natural history utilises the very latest filmmaking techniques to unlock the natural wonders and
hidden drama of an idyllic farm. We document the struggles of the farm animals and their wild
visitors over the most crucial months of the year, from spring to autumn.

Co production partner Production Budget: US$ 1.3M



1 x 60’  | 4K HDR & HD

International Co-production Partners

Produced by
Production Budget: US$ 850K

On a groundbreaking scientific expedition, Turtle Beach; follows a group of international scientists studying 
one of nature’s rarest and most spectacular events. Tens of thousands of sea turtles come ashore to nest on 
Ostional Beach in Costa Rica. The star of the show is the olive ridley sea turtle, one of the most abundant and 
least studied of the world’s seven sea turtle species. To learn more about this vulnerable species, the 
scientists deploy a host of new technologies - from camera drones that spy on the adult turtles at sea, to 
underground cameras that reveal, for the very first time, the hidden world inside a turtle nest.



1 x 60’  | 4K HDR & HD

This film follows the trials and tribulations of one worker bee from birth to death and captures the
easily overlooked drama of her life in a completely new level of macro-cinematography and
captures the marvel of a beehive through bold storytelling that is usually reserved for fiction.

Produced by

One of the leading independent German television production companies that has earned an
excellent reputation for high-end factual programming and award winning documentaries.

International Co-production Partners

Production Budget: US$ 800K



3 x 60’ | 4K 

An ancient citadel once home to Sri Lanka’s kings has now been reclaimed by the jungle… and there is a new 
dynasty in power: monkeys. The lives of the King Troop of toque macaques play out among the ruins. The 
macaques share this primate paradise with laid back langurs and secretive leaf monkeys, but as the island suffers 
the toughest drought in years, all are tested to their limits.

Produced by
Production Budget: US$600K

Executive Producer Martha Holmes

Martha spent a career producing for the BBC Natural History Unit
where her credits include the multi-award winning Life, Blue Planet
and Life In the Freezer.



5 x 60’ | 4K  

Home to 1 in 10 of all species on the planet, Colombia is the second most biologically diverse country on Earth. Its combination of 
constant tropical temperatures and ample rain produces the perfect conditions for an explosion of life. But however rich the habitat 
may be, for its inhabitants, life is never easy. Into the Wild: Colombia tells the stories of very different groups of animals trying to 
survive the challenges presented by their homes, their neighbours, and sometimes even their own kind. Species include the 
Capuchin, Hummingbird, Burrowing Owl, Tamarin, Capybara, Caiman and the Dart Frog.

Produced by

Production Budget: US$850K

Off the Fence Bristol is an award-winning producer of factual television and feature-length theatrical
documentaries and broadcast worldwide. Their creative team has been recognized with more than 80
awards, including Royal Television Society, Emmy, Golden Panda and Grand Teton.



5 x 60’ | 4K 

Discover the remarkable underwater world of the United Arab Emirates and the largely unexplored coral reefs of Oman. 
Barely known to the rest of the world, this aquatic paradise is home to thousands of fascinating creatures who are 
pitched in a battle for survival. From endangered turtles, mysterious sharks and deadly rays to tiny inquisitive shrimps 
and feisty reef fish, we reveal their aquatic secrets and marvel at this majestic and rarely explored world.

Produced by
Production Budget: US$1.1M

Executive Producer Hayley Smith
Hayley now works with Oxford Scientific and was the series producer on
Dogs with Extraordinary Jobs and the upcoming Animal Odd Couple for
Love Nature.



THANK YOU

Thank you.


